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ARAB SPRING STATUS REPORT: 
WHERE IS TUNISIA HEADING?

   

First it was a civil revolt carried out by an unstructured civil society movement, 
not inspired by any ideology or leader – not even the Islamist agenda. The 
months following the “Jasmine Revolution”, many were surprised by a 
colossal Islamist wave crystalized in the Ennahda organization. This wave, with 
its ferocious and unexpected might, overwhelmed the Tunisian society and 
institutions as only a tsunami could. Today, Tunisia is set to choose between 
building an open, pluralistic and a development-driven Arab and Muslim 
society, or, slipping irreversibly into an Islamist, totalitarian and a backward-
looking model. Only civil society can prevent the latter from happening, and 
the legitimate and democratic aspirations once thought attainable from 
evaporating.

*  Lotfi Maktouf is Founder and President of Almadanya, a Tunisian NGO formed after the Tunisian revolution to empower citizens through 
several development and cultural programs. Almadanya is non-political and Mr. Maktouf is not affiliated with any political party. Currently 
private investor and philanthropist, Mr. Maktouf graduated from Tunis, Paris-Sorbonne and Harvard law schools. 
** An earlier version of this paper was presented and discussed at Stanford University and USC in April 2012 in a series of lectures on 
Arab Spring.
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hatever happened in the period between 17 December 2010 and 
14 January 2011 in Tunisia, culminating with the departure of then 
President Ben Ali, forever changed the political, social and eco-
nomic face of this small Northern African nation and beyond. This 

major political, sociological and economic quake triggered a series of upheavals 
in the Arab countries, some of them with immediate radical effects and others 
spreading as a slow yet stubborn fire.

The birthplace of the “Jasmine Revolution”, –to be labeled “Arab Spring”– all of 
a sudden became a laboratory of a unique kind. What started as the test ground 
for a true open, democratic and pluralistic Arab society, turned into an Islamist 
laboratory after Tunisia’s first ever free elections to form a constitutional assembly 
resulted in the takeover of the Islamists organized under the banner of Ennahda.1

The Islamists were, therefore, able to control the constitutional assembly and form 
and control the interim government. Although two secular parties were represent-
ed in the government as well, it was rather in a cosmetic form. With time however, 
it appeared that the Islamists were not interested in what the majority of Tunisians 
were demanding and expecting: The drafting of a constitution that would reflect 
the aspirations of the people: Freedom, dignity, and jobs. Instead, the Islamists’ 
main focus became pure political positioning. More importantly, the drafting of the 
constitution itself turned into an exercise in reinventing the Tunisian Society in ac-
cordance with an Islamist vision.

Ennahda’s project to restructure all of the society’s fundamental ingredients, bal-
ances, principles, processes and rules amounts to recomposing the nation’s “DNA” 
with the clear and ultimate aim of full compliance with the Islamist protocol. Energy 
and resources of both the interim government and the constitutional assembly 
have therefore been directed to this dangerous undertaking, to the detriment of 
the initial concrete and precise agenda for which the deputies were elected.

It is no surprise that said government did not even mention the immediate eco-
nomic and social priorities such as: reversing the trend of growing unemployment, 
introducing emergency measures for the impoverished rural areas, immediate re-
structuring of local government, immediate measures to encourage tourism, –
central to Tunisian economy– support of small and medium enterprise initiatives, 
1 While Islam is a religion, Islamism is a political ideology based on two main tenets: Systematic application of Sharia law and adoption 
of Caliphate as a mode of governance. Caliphate meaning “successor,” reflects a return to the political structure adopted in early Islam 
where the Caliphate (or Sultan) is the head of state and governs his fellow Muslims, according to Sharia. Salafists are those who aspire 
to return to the roots of early Islam considered as pure. They refute any kind of innovation. Aside from specific rituals in their daily lives, 
they basically adhere to the Islamist political ideology and its two tenets: Sharia and Caliphate.
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as well as security and social welfare. The focus so far has instead been on plac-
ing Ennahda loyalists in sensitive and strategic posts and pushing the agenda of 
compensating the victims of torture and imprisonment under Ben Ali – essentially 
Islamists. 

It is also no surprise that the Islamist-
controlled constitutional assembly 
openly and aggressively pushed an Is-
lamist agenda which will curtail funda-
mental and universal rights in the name 
of Islam. The Islamists for instance, 
now propose to limit the principle of 
gender equality, establish a parliamen-
tary system “cooked” in such a way 
that governance is ensured via consensus within the parliament with very limited 
powers to the executive branch, introduce intentionally vague concepts, qualify-
ing any attempt to question or violate the “sacred” as blasphemy, and penalizing 
it accordingly. 

Finally, it is no surprise that the assembly and its government recently announced 
that deadlines would not be met and that general elections would have to be 
postponed. This announcement coincided with the release of the first draft of 
the constitution judged as “amateurish” by recognized constitutional legal experts 
such as Professor Yadh Ben Achour2 and Professor Sadok Belaid. 

As a consequence, a serious crisis erupted and the population is now doubtful of 
the constitutional outcome, and dissatisfied with the interim government’s meager 
achievements. This skepticism is exacerbated by the fact that economic reform 
and development, justice, local and regional empowerment have not even been 
addressed, insecurity is mounting because of uncontrolled armed Islamist gangs, 
imposing their new order, and a failure of public services and amenities, such as 
electricity and drinkable water shortages, which have never been seen before in 
Tunisia, are all being experienced. 

Where is Tunisia actually heading? In order to address this issue one needs to 
understand why and how, one day, the Tunisian “Joe” (and “Joelle”) took to the 
streets, braved live ammunitions to claim three and only three central rights: dignity, 
freedom, and jobs.
2 Dean of Tunis Law School, former president of the commission of experts formed after the revolution to advice on the election of the 
constitutional assembly and the transitional constitutional process. He is renowned for his neutrality, his exceptional and uncontested 
knowledge of Islam and of constitutional law.

“The focus so far has been 
on placing Ennahda loyalists 

in sensitive and
 strategic posts.”
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Flashback

When Tunisia gained its independence from France in 1956 and with Habib 
Bourguiba at the helm, this “little” Arab and Muslim country at the tip of Africa 
and so physically, historically and culturally close to Europe had –and still has– no 
significant natural resources. It had the neighbors we know, all amid raging pan-
Arab nationalism and the Cold War in full swing. Bourguiba, well versed in the long 
history of Tunisia, a master of grassroots politics and yet inspired by Western liberal 
thinkers, immediately implemented an ambitious education and development 
program. At the core of his strategy was: fighting poverty, building infrastructure, 
educating the masses, emancipating women and entertaining peaceful, cordial, 
and intelligent regional and international relations.

Bourguiba, much like Kemal Atatürk, 
his political mentor, based his program 
of social change and economic devel-
opment on two principles: Modernity 
and progress. This gamble proved suc-
cessful and paid back with astounding 
results in less than three decades: A 
healthy and educated population, suc-
cessful family planning process, rela-

tively decent infrastructure, emancipated women with advanced, and audacious 
laws protecting gender equality, a growing middle class, as well as coherent, real-
istic, and intelligent regional diplomacy.

The only major shortcoming was of course the democratic deficit. Bourguiba 
thought that “his” people were neither ready, nor mature enough for democracy. 
However it has since been proven that the time for democracy is always, always, 
now! In depriving the newly independent Tunisia of political freedom, Bourguiba 
grew prisoner of his own shortcomings and fell into the classic president-for-life 
trap, which led to the non-democratic takeover by Ben Ali in November 1987.

Under Bourguiba and later under Ben Ali, there were only two ways to express political 
views: operating within the realm of the only authorized party, or going underground. 
The denial of freedom of expression and of pluralism created a political and civil vac-
uum. Many observers questioned why Bourguiba did not give democracy a chance 
even though he had a clear and convincing majority rallied around him. Why did he 
not ever face the democratic ballot? Was it the absence of political culture? A lack of 
courage? An overwhelming ego? Complaisant entourage? Or all of the above?

“The people who took to the 
streets did not do so under 
the banner of any 
political party.”

LOTFI MAKTOUF
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In the twenty three years following Bourguiba’s stepping down, Ben Ali delivered 
only security, but at a heavy cost: widespread corruption at all levels, a monopoly 
of economic opportunities reserved to his family members, a desperate regression 
of the education system, and a total inadequacy between training and labor market 
demands, hence the unbearable rate of unemployment at all levels. The only rea-
son that economic prosperity was achieved under Ben Ali was the relative resilience 
of the banking system, the quality of the administrative and economic bureaucracy 
and of what remained of the middle class Bourguiba worked so diligently to de-
velop and promote.

Ruling with an iron fist, with total absence of freedom of expression, endemic cor-
ruption and unemployment, pauperization of the middle class, disdain of the aver-
age Tunisian by the Ben Ali clan, ever widening gap between rich and poor, and 
total marginalization of the rural areas all prepared for the inexorable uprising of 14 
January 2011.

Such explosion was made possible by the civil society in the form of a spontane-
ous movement. The people who took to the streets did not do so under the banner 
of any political party – not even the Islamist one! The demonstrators consisted of 
a cross sample of the entire social spectrum: an unusual mix of students, teach-
ers, professors, civil servants, artisans, wage earners, artists, middle aged people, 
unemployed and retired citizens, people from rural and urban environments, male 
and female, the “modern” as well as the relatively conservative. 

Over the period from 17 December 2010 to 14 January 2011, a careful analysis of 
the people’s demands, the slogans and the social media stories and exchanges all 
lead to a “manifest” built on three and only three specific central demands: Free-
dom of expression, dignity and jobs. It is remarkable that not one slogan, not one 
demand or banner can be traced back to a specific leader, political party or orga-
nization, including the Islamists: No “God is Great”, no “Islam is our Constitution”. 
The only flag one would see floating day in and day out was the Tunisian flag. There 
was no apparent presence of any Ennahda leader on the ground.

The Day After

The months following this historic and inspiring civil revolt, revealed that, in the 
same way that the revolution itself has not been foreseen by anyone, many were 
surprised by a colossal Islamist wave crystalized in the Ennahda organization. This 
wave, with its ferocious and unexpected might, overwhelmed the Tunisian society 
and institutions as only a tsunami could. Tunisia experienced a double shock in the 
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space of a few months. Indeed, the Arab Spring phenomenon can only be under-
stood with the dual component: A civil revolt carried out by an unstructured civil 
society movement, not inspired by any ideology or leader – not even the Islamist 
agenda, closely followed by the Islamists filling the vacuum and taking over power.

By the time the elections of the new constitutional assembly took place on 23 October 
2011, it became clear to all that Ennahda stood as the sole winner of the first free 
elections in Tunisian modern history. This triumph can be explained as follows:

Ennahda enjoys a real historic legitimacy as a political and social organization 
whose members were tortured both under Bourguiba and Ben Ali. Of course, other 
political organizations such as leftists and nationalists also suffered from the dark 
years of the dictatorship, but the Islamists seem to have paid the lion’s share in suf-
fering and humiliation.

Unlike other pre-14 January opposition movements, Ennahda is structured as a 
grassroots movement with a wide platform going beyond the agenda and the am-
bition of a single leader. Conversely, ambitious and self-centered politicians lead 
most of the other political parties – all aspiring to take over power at any cost and 
as soon as possible.

More than thirty years ago, Ennahda started with grassroots activism, naturally 
capitalizing on the wide network offered by the multitude of mosques in the coun-
try. That move alone, combined with a social agenda and attention to the poor, 
especially in rural areas, marked a major structural difference vis-à-vis other orga-
nizations and opposition groups. This predestined Ennahda to a sweeping victory 
in any election. In the absence of Ben Ali’s banned party, Ennahda could not have 
any other serious challenger.

With over 200 local offices (mosques not included) a figure matched only by the 
equal number of municipalities in all of Tunisia, Ennahda relies on an efficient and 
valuable network. Its structure is based on loyal, disciplined followers perfectly in 
line with the party doctrine. The relationship between the leadership and the base 
is tight: Activists on the ground feed the leadership with what they gather from the 
street and in return deliver marching orders, all in coded language and with incred-
ible precision. The fact that Ennahda essentially operated in a clandestine form with 
many of its leaders arrested and persecuted, it developed discipline and efficiency 
within the organization. When Ghannouchi returned home from exile in late Janu-
ary 2011, thousands of loyalists flocked to the airport to greet him, immobilizing 
traffic for miles. It was reported that Ennahda‘s organizers did not wish to “scare 
the people,” and therefore decided to turn back tens of thousands of additional 
sympathizers. Evidently, all occurred in an orderly fashion.

LOTFI MAKTOUF
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Ennahda’s line is extremely simple: 
Obeying God, living and promoting in-
tegrity and fighting corruption. Welfare 
and material ease would automatically 
follow. Who, in Tunisia freshly delivered 
from the nightmare of Ben Ali‘s corrupt 
and violent years, would resist such 
an attractive “non-controversial” mes-

sage? Most of the electorate, composed of rural and poor people would easily 
adhere to this project even though no detailed program on how to get there is put 
forth. The secular opposition, mostly leftist, offered only fragmented blurbs, too 
fuzzy for the masses to understand. As a result, in the campaign for the election 
of the constitutional assembly, no one addressed the core subjects but Ennahda 
managed to attach integrity, purity, trust, and even Islam to its own “brand”! A 
majority of voters who, for the first time, found themselves in the freedom booth, 
picked Ennahda, figuring that there is nothing to fear from those who fear God.

The attractiveness of the Islamist offer finds its rationale in a much deeper layer 
in the Arab Muslim psyche, marked by the unstoppable decline of the “Umma”: 
early internal rivalries and bloody conflicts, followed by the capture of Granada 
and the humiliating expulsion of the Moors from the Iberian peninsula in 1492, the 
crumbling and eventual demise of the Ottoman Empire after the First World War, 
the foreign occupation period, the successive defeats in the Israeli-Arab wars, the 
never ending tragedy of Palestinian people and the invasion of Iraq. The Arab-
Muslim individual has, for generations, mostly been inheriting, living and passing 
on defeat, ignorance, poverty, submission and regression. Every Arab aspiration 
has been consistently crushed by internal or foreign forces. The Arab-Muslim indi-
vidual thought that he/she tried everything to break free from this predicament, but 
nothing has worked. This resignation and incomprehension are equally shared by 
the Tunisian “Joe” struggling with low self-esteem, and to a large extent, deprived 
of aspiration, pride and dignity. The Islamists identified this “no-way-out” situation 
and banked on it. The answer they affirm, is in the only proven recipe for success: 
Sharia and Caliphate contending that their time has come.
 
In order to turn the Islamist movement from a grassroots movement into a 
formidable powerhouse, an additional ingredient was required: Finance. This is 
where Ennahda surpasses all other parties put together. It was able to do so first and 
foremost because of the colossal financial support flowing every year for the past 30 
years, mainly from foreign countries. It consists of funds and assistance, including 
training in political campaigning, social media, digital marketing, media coaching 
and communication. One Tunis-based senior Western diplomat was recently 
astounded at the difference between, on the one hand, Ennahda‘s sleek multistory 

“People had three specific 
central demands: Freedom of 
expression, dignity and jobs.”

WHERE IS TUNISIA HEADING?
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dedicated office building in upmarket 
neighborhood equipped with fiber optic 
and manned with highly professional 
staff, and on the other hand all the 
other parties’ amateurish organizations, 
revealing meager budgets and staffed 
mostly with volunteers operating out 
of small apartments. At Ennahda, 

the senior diplomat and his assistant were greeted and shown to an elegantly 
appointed waiting room. While visiting one of the opposition parties, the diplomats 
had to stand and wait in an unlit corridor while a young man struggled with the 
Ambassador’s name. This of course bears no influence on the merit, value and 
courage of the small parties forming an integral part of the democratic fabric. It 
only serves to stress the unbalanced situation and the potentially damaging effects 
of uncontrolled and undisclosed foreign finance on democracy, let alone a newly 
born, fragile one. In another instance, the Ettakatol party, headed by the current 
president of the constitutional assembly, experienced a serious financial crisis after 
the elections. Emissaries have been aggressively soliciting for cash everywhere – a 
negligible amount by Ennahda standards. It is unclear who came to the rescue and 
at what political cost. 

An Islamist laboratory

With the party of the former dictator banned, and the non-Islamist parties frag-
mented and weak, it is not surprising that the first free elections filled the constitu-
tional assembly with a clear majority of Islamists. Even the alliance forged with two 
non-Islamist groups demonstrates the rather figurative role attributed to them. As a 
consequence, Ennahda, has found itself free to carry out its ideological project. It 
stands on two basic pillars from which everything should flow:

•	 Sharia is the norm.
•	 The model of the “nation-state” is inadequate, and the ultimate project is to gov-

ern in accordance with the caliphate model spanning to all of the Islamic society 
(Umma). Tunisia as such must be diluted in the “Umma” and affinities as well as 
loyalties should no longer be based on being a “Tunisian” but being a “Muslim”. 

The full implementation of this model would of course take time. It assumes a series 
of prerequisites including preparing the society to such a major overhaul. The 23 
October election victory putting Ennahda at the helm, encouraged the Islamists to 
start experimenting. Tunisians woke up to new political style and debate. They are 
now invited to distinguish between communists, leftists, Salafists and “Nahdaouis”. 

“Ennahda managed to attach 
integrity, purity, trust, and 
even Islam to its own ‘brand.’”

LOTFI MAKTOUF
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While the Salafists appear to advocate hard line Islam, Ennahda has been promoting 
the image of “moderate Islam”. In this author’s view, the Salafist ideology is based 
on the same twin pillars as discussed above. The only difference between Ennahda 
and the Salafists therefore is that the latter adopt a fast track version for full Islamist 
implementation with no intermediate steps – with not even the concept of democracy 
as a stepping stone. Indeed it is often argued that while there is a natural harmony 
between Islam as a religion and democracy as a philosophy and type of governance, 
Islamist ideology is structurally and conceptually in conflict with democracy. How 
would one qualify someone whose aspiration is to attain the Caliphate and Sharia 
as a democrat or pluralist? Salafists recognize this contradiction and therefore they 
openly oppose democracy.

Those who, along ideological lines distinguish between “moderates” and hardcore 
Salafists in the Islamist movement err.3 Searching for moderate Muslims? Look no 
further than the ordinary Tunisians (and Egyptians for that matter) living their faith 
for centuries in total serenity and harmony, away from the new strident and sterile 
scream for “lost identity”. There appears to be no significant conceptual difference 
between Islamists and Salafists. Indeed, Ennahda may be qualified as “moderate” 
because of its sophisticated communication tools and “paced delivery” style, post-
poning, for now, the full introduction of Sharia. It nonetheless shares with Salafists, 
the ultimate goal of implementing Sharia law and reaching the Caliphate state, “a 
dream and aspiration of every Muslim”, as Ghannouchi recently declared on Egyp-
tian television. 

A meaningful distinction can only be drawn between Muslims and Islamists. A sub-
division between “moderate” Islamists and Salafists mainly serves to pacify those, 
including in the West, fearful or skeptical of political Islam. In the Tunisian instance, 
this proves misleading in understanding the reality and dynamics of social change 
underway. 

These are some of the ideas which fall under the twin pillars, and are put forward 
by Ennahda officials:

•	 Women are not equal to men but “complementary to them” and as such, new 
laws should redefine their status favoring polygamy and even suggesting that 
women should no longer travel without male supervision, as recently “probed” 
by Ennahda activists in the city of Sousse.

•	 One way of reducing unemployment is to encourage women to stay home and 
raise children, therefore freeing jobs for men.

•	 Polygamy is part of the Muslim family structure and offers several advantages, 

3 An illustration of this distinction or segmentation may be found in a recent essay by Robin Wright in the New York Times’ New York 
Edition on 20 August 2012 entitled “Don’t Fear all Islamists, Fear Salafists”.
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especially for women who could not find husbands, and helps reversing the 
dwindling birth rates.

•	 The progressive 1956 code protecting and promoting women‘s rights –prohib-
iting polygamy and according several other privileges to women in the spirit of 
equality– is un-Islamic, “inspired by Israel” and “forced by France on Bourguiba 
as pre-condition to independence”, as openly stated by a senior Ennahda of-
ficial.

•	 Tourism is a form of prostitution.
•	 Tunisia must open its borders to Muslim brothers from the neighboring coun-

tries and beyond – diluting the nation-state and cultivate a faith-based com-
munity.

•	 Scores of non-Islamist Tunisians are “lost” and heavy emphasis must be placed 
on educating the younger generations in compliance with Islamic rules and 
principles.

•	 All cultural manifestations not in compliance with Islamic principles and tradi-
tions must be foiled and prohibited as blasphemous. 

•	 Blasphemy must be redefined and violations must be strictly punished.

The focus of Ennahda is ideological and political in nature, as illustrated by many 
in its actions:

•	 Position Ennahda loyalists in key government posts and embassies.
•	 Project a moderate image vis-à-vis the Salafist movement without taking any 

stand against their violent actions or positions.
•	 Place Ennahda loyalists in most local government posts ahead of the municipal 

elections.
•	 Appoint loyal Ennahda activists as new governors. 
•	 Appoint Ennahda loyalists in public media executive posts.
•	 Appoint Ennahda loyalists to key police and security positions.
•	 Redesign regional and international alliances at the center of which Qatar now 

stands as the main ally, turning from a discrete player focused on economic de-
velopment, training, exchange, and education into a vocal advocate of several 
Islamic causes. 

Almost a year into practically exclusive power, Ennahda managed to maintain the 
focus on changing the society and toying with the very fabric of the Tunisian values, 
culture and arts, keeping at bay, all and any economic and security debate or reform.

In the face of mounting criticism, Ennahda stresses that their interim government 
is the legitimate expression of the free will of the people, without realizing that the 
issue is more their failure to deliver than a question of their status. Such failure in 
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delivering promised growth, security 
and economic and social benefits 
can only be attributed to three major 
obstacles beyond Ennahda’s will: 
reform-averse bureaucracy, inadequate 
laws and regulations, and hostile 
media. Ennahda’s justification for their 
failures includes the explanation that 
these hurdles are put there by the old 
regime and their foreign accomplices, 
which are opposed to Islam.

Civil Society as the Savior?

Public opinion has been witnessing the following: 
•	 Unemployment continues to rise with no job creation initiatives in sight.
•	 Significant water and electricity shortages are erupting, which was unthinkable 

in Tunisia before.
•	 Serious and uncontrolled insecurity attributed mostly to Salafists‘ verbal and 

physical violence trigger no reaction from the Ennahda government, thus 
consolidating the affirmation that Salafists are simply the armed wing of the 
Ennahda. The now famous scene of bearded Salafists screaming “Death to the 
Jews” in the capital’s airport’s arrival hall while welcoming a religious Salafist 
leader from Egypt still resonates with disgust and worry in the memories of so 
many Tunisians.

•	 Attempts to constitutionally limit women’s rights translate in vigorous rejections 
from women and also in fear for their rights.

•	 Attempts to abort newly-won artistic and cultural freedoms threaten creative 
drive and spirit.

•	 Unjustified delays in the announced general elections add perplexity to the situ-
ation and lead many to the scary question: What happens when the validity 
of both the constitutional assembly and the interim government expire on 23 
October 2012 and no credible draft constitution, no vision, no track record, and 
no date for general elections are on the table?

•	 Contradictions between official stands and actions are striking. For instance, 
Erdoğan’s Turkey has been consistently set out as a model to follow, whereas 
Turkey’s constitution affirms a secular state while Ennahda pursues a Salafist 
plan, albeit gradual, with Sharia at its core. Turkey’s economic boom included 
a major tourism development while Ennahda sees tourism as a pollutant in the 
new Tunisian social model. 

 “How would one qualify 
someone whose aspiration 

is to attain the Caliphate and 
Sharia as a democrat 

or pluralist?”
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•	 Most disturbing, is a prevailing sentiment that Ennahda is now disclosing its 
true colors. The time of the party of the “true believers” and the have-nots has 
come; a line is now drawn between Islamists and the rest. Having succeeded 
in amalgamating Islamism and Islam, anyone against Ennahda would now be 
falsely labeled as “standing against Islam.”

•	 A creeping state of insolence, nepotism, and impunity is reminding more and 
more people of the previous dictatorship on many counts. The latest event of 
relevance is the attack launched by Ennahda on freedom of press under the 
pretext of cleansing the media from "old regime thugs."4

Countless Tunisians detecting lies, insincerity, manipulation, lack of integrity and 
transparency, have now crossed over from a state of confusion to that of anger and 
disillusion. More telling with regard to this dissatisfaction are the recent calls coming 
from some of the most respected thinkers in Tunisia. In an interview granted to “La 
Presse de Tunisie” on 31 August 2012, and entitled “We risk an even worse dictator-
ship than that of Ben Ali’s”, Professor Ben Achour, states: “Religion has massively 
invaded the social and political debate to the point of indigestion”. Ennahda suc-
ceeded only “in transforming our religion into a social disease” and “Tunisians have 
regarded religion as an element of liberation, social cohesion and spirituality. Today 
they regard it as a cancer, devouring the entire social body with a risk of throwing us 
in utter regression and underdevelopment”.

While Ennahda is increasingly plagued with scandals, lack of performance and seri-
ous erosion of confidence, and while the non-religious political organizations remain 
fragmented and weak, the growing number of associations and NGO’s being reg-
istered offer a ray of hope. Surely, civil society has suffered under Ben Ali, but civil 
initiatives are now burgeoning everyone. Some are sophisticated and others small 
and poorly structured. Most of them stem from a clear desire to participate in the 
new Tunisia and its development.

In an inspiring analysis which appeared in the French newspaper “Le Monde” on 
8-9 July 2012 entitled “Tunisia, an Islamist Laboratory”, Isabelle Mandraud, cover-
ing Ennahda’s ninth Congress, wrote that in the present context, and with the non-
Islamist opposition either allied to Ennahda, too close to the old regime, or simply 
insignificant and fragmented. The “civil society finds itself facing the Islamists alone.”

4  In a recent incident the interim Prime Minister’s political advisor precipitated the arrest and imprisonment of the owner of the Ettounsia 
TV channel linked to the old regime and charged with illegal dealings. Many suspected that this move was motivated by the exceptional 
popularity of a satiric political program produced and aired by Ettounsia TV. It was later learned that this political advisor and his wife are 
shareholders of a company called Zitouna TV according to British corporate records (The advisor and his wife are British citizens too). 
Since there is a Zitouna TV channel in Tunisia run by the son of Ennahda’s Minister of Higher Education, suspicion of manipulation and 
intrigue abound. Subsequently the leader of Ennahda, declared that what really counted was the great value and the noble mission of 
Zitouna TV and not so much who owned it. 
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This insightful observation is sadly true. All attempts to subject the dynamics of 
social change to a rewriting of Tunisia’s “DNA” by the Islamists have met with vigor-
ous and consistent reaction from the new civil society network not affiliated with 
Ennahda. It is this author’s opinion that in the case of Tunisia today, an active civil 
society is the first and last frontier in the battle for democracy. A population which 
has long been subjected to the state controlling everything must now be invited to 
blossom and take matters in its own hands, at the local level, and in every aspect 
of civil and civic life. Only civil society may effectively guard and advance gender 
equality, inspire by pursuing creative ways to fight unemployment, ignorance and 
illiteracy, champion solidarity, stand against state attempts to suppress freedom of 
expression, nurture economic initiatives, support education, encourage sport and 
leisure, recognize merit, and award quality.

Today, Tunisia is set to choose between building an open, pluralistic and a devel-
opment-driven Arab and Muslim society, or, slipping irreversibly into an Islamist, 
totalitarian and a backward-looking model. Only civil society can prevent the latter 
from happening and the legitimate and democratic aspirations once thought attain-
able from evaporating.

WHERE IS TUNISIA HEADING?


